Model US2TP
Multi-Rocker/Button Tabletop Pedestal Base,
Transmits UPB Lighting Scene Links
FEATURES/BENEFITS
• Pedestal Base Fits One of 13 Available Faceplates

o Snap on: single, dual, triple or quad (4) rocker faceplate, or
choose a single or dual rocker and 4-button faceplate, or 4- or
8 button faceplates (faceplates sold separately).

• Simple, Plug-in Installation

o Locate / relocate anywhere in the home: nightstand, study,
entertainment room, kitchen, garage, etc…

• Provides Remote ON/OFF and DIMMING Control

o Control UPB lighting and appliances with the push of a button
o Turn on/off downstairs, outdoor, bed/bathroom and all lights

• Create and Control Beautiful Lighting Scenes

o Each button can control an individual UPB device, or be linked
to several UPB devices to create a lighting “scene” with unique
preset light levels for each switch controlled

• Manual scene-link changes with rocker/buttons
o Add or delete devices from scene with 7 or 8 taps
o Adjust linked devices’ light levels and save with 7 taps

• Custom Labeling

o Custom label each button using the Model ZLK-01 Labeling Kit
o Labels can be replaced if the Pedestal is reprogrammed

• Available in Black or White

DESCRIPTION

Manual scene-link modification capabilities are unique to Simply
Automated devices. A user can easily change existing scenes, adding
or removing devices and adjusting light levels, by pressing rockers/buttons in a specific sequence (see User Guide for details) without using UPStart.

APPLICATIONS

Model US2TP Tabletop Pedestal Controller is most frequently found
on a bedroom nightstand and used to turn on lights quickly at the
sound of something strange in the night. Turn on/off exterior security lights, downstairs lights, or all lights without getting out of bed.

Model US2TP Tabletop Pedestal Controller Base is designed around
the popular SimplyBrilliant US2 Series, Deluxe Dimmer Controller that
has 13 field configurable faceplate options, available in six standard
colors (white, almond, light almond, ivory, brown and black). Choose
any one of the thirteen faceplate options, snap it on the pedestal,
then configure with UPStart software to enable remote ON/OFF and
dimming control of any UPB devices in the home.

With the Tabletop Controller Base just choose what lights need to be
controlled and select a faceplate to match your need. The single
rocker and 4-botton faceplate (ZS25 series) is a popular choice,
where the single rocker controls the room lights and buttons 1
through 4 might be used for: all on/off for the room, front exterior
lights, rear exterior lights and all on/off for the house. If an extra
rocker is needed to split room lighting, the dual rocker and 4-button
faceplate (ZS26 series) can be used.

With no new wiring or use of radio frequency signals, home owners
now have the ability to control their UPB lighting wherever a power
outlet is available. Beautiful indoor or outdoor lighting scenes or just
basic safety and security lighting can be realized using the Tabletop
Controller to activate UPB wall switches, plug-in modules and wire-in
fixture modules.

Imagine the devices that can be controlled (E.g. turned on/off,
opened/closed, dimmed, blinked, timed-off, scheduled) with Simply
Automated UPB devices and the Tabletop Controller: night lighting,
fire-place/-pit, coffee pot, fountain, pumps, fans, garage doors, gate,
pool/spa equipment, heaters, aquarium pumps and lights, and more…

Each button of the Tabletop Controller can be linked to a specific UPB
device or control a lighting scene, such as outdoor garden or decorative-seasonal lighting. Label the buttons with the ZLK-01 label kit.

The elegant design of the Tabletop Pedestal was made to complement the décor of any home. As a convenient entertainment room
accessory or a nightstand necessity, the tabletop controller is an excellent addition to any UPB home automation solution.
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Tabletop Pedestal Controller Base
Model US2TP
SPECIFICATIONS
Power
Input Current
Operating Temp.
Dimensions
Weight
Safety

120Volts AC, 60Hz
200mA
0-50˚C
4.75 x 2.25 x 2.63 inches,
121 x 57 x 67 mm
US2TP: 9.4 Oz.
Listed to UL STD 1472 and
to CAN/CSA STD C22.2 No. 184.1

For Indoor Use Only

Model Numbers and Accessories
US2TP-W
US2TP-BK
US28OTP-W
US28OTP-BK
US28BTP-W
US28BTP-BK
ZTP2-W
ZTP2-BK
ZLK-01

Tabletop Pedestal Controller Base, white
Tabletop Pedestal Controller Base, black
8-Button Oval, Tabletop Pedestal Controller, white
8-Button Oval, Tabletop Pedestal Controller, black
8-Button Bar, Tabletop Pedestal Controller, white
8-Button Bar, Tabletop Pedestal Controller, black
Tabletop Pedestal Enclosure (without switch), white
Tabletop Pedestal Enclosure (without switch), black
Custom Button Label Kit

___________________________________________________________________________
Faceplate Ordering Example:
Model-color
Single Rocker, White: ZS11-W
4-Button Thin Bar, Black: ZS24B-BK
Dual Rocker 4-Button Oval, Ivory: ZS26O-I
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